
 

  

 



 

  

 

Hola gorgeous Goddess! 
 

 

Not so long ago, I noticed something.  

How I started my morning set the tone 
and flavour for my day. 

Start it unconsciously? My day usually 
degenerated into popular hobbies 
such as Chase My Own Tail, Fritter 
Away On Twitter, Imitate Grumpy 
Dwarf. 

But if I started it beautifully? It kept right 
on flowing. 

I became enamoured. 

I wanted to find out more. 

I wanted to know how other 
goddesses began their mornings. 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

So I asked my favourite goddesses: yogis, artists, healers, teachers, authors, 
business goddesses, kind hearts. 

Their answers? Rainbow poetries of ritual, photographs of morning song. All the 
things that made their days glow.  

When we start our day by turning up with our whole hearts and spirits? 

Miracles happen.  

May this goddessfesto inspire you.  

May it help you dream up a morning that makes you glow. 

May it remind you that right where you are, right now, you are a goddess. 

We believe we can change the world.  

And it starts with the morning. 

Love love love to you radiant morning goddess, 

 



 

  

 

Alexandra Franzen 

I wake up . . . when my body tells me to.  

 

It might seem like an insignificant detail, but ditching the abusive 
blang-blang-blang of my alarm clock in favor of a natural sleeping-
waking rhythm is one of the singular joys of being self-employed. 

 

I stretch in my bed, and peek at my Droid to see if any life-altering 
missives have filtered into my inbox overnight (they often do). If my 
beau is sleeping over, I’ll spend a few moments in nuzzle-mode before 
slinking out of bed and down the stairs, into my cheery kitchen. 

 

French Press coffee is mandatory. Ice-cold water comes next. Then, an 
assortment of toast, preserves & Vegemite, or “hippie cereal” (my 
signature blend of nuts, twigs, flakes and seeds, with berries & almond 

milk). Or! If it’s Saturday or Sunday, I might whip up a batch of neon-
rainbow-pancakes, and invite over a few comrades for 
a day-glo feast. 



 

  

 

 

After a light repast, I settle into my Thinking Chair (a vintage throne, covered in 
metallic silver paisley fabric) with a plush velvet pillow (my “desk”) and my beloved 
laptop.  

I light a scented candle, review my writing deadlines, and set my intention for the 
day. 

And then . . . I work. Usually with a slap-happy grin on my face. 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

ALEXANDRA FRANZEN has been lauded as "Spock, but with a sense of humor. And 
better hair." As a promotional wordsmith & pro-active pimp, she pens webcopy & wrangles  

communications for marketing agencies, pro-bloggers & entrepreneurs. 

Website :: AlexandraFranzen.com 
Blog :: UnicornsforSocialism.com & Twitter :: @Alex_Franzen

http://alexandrafranzen.com/
http://www.unicornsforsocialism.com/
http://twitter.com/Alex_Franzen


 

  

 

Kimberly Wilson 

 

Ah, my mornings. A fresh start and the promise of a new day.  

Mine vary widely based on where I need to be when - yoga studio, internship, school, or a meeting at a local 
cafe. Ideally I have one hour to practice being and prepare for what lies ahead before I dash out the door. 

No matter what, the day begins with my beloved tazo zen tea (green tea with a hit of lemongrass and 
spearmint) topped with a splash of agave nectar.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

My beloved pug and fancy felines begin to stir 
and squeal for their morning meal as soon as 
they hear my feet hit the floor. They are always a 
top priority and somewhat forced. Frankly, they 
won't allow me to accomplish anything until 
their bellies are satiated.  

Next, I peruse emails that have come in during 
my slumber and tackle what needs immediate 
attention (or simply allow it to be while I handle 
deadlines knowing that the email will be waiting 
for me later). I've usually checked in with my 
beloved planner pad (that holds all my brain 
dumps of to-dos) the night before, but will often 
do a morning peek to ensure I'm not missing 
anything and can align my day most efficiently 
and effectively. 

My damask meditation cushion is 
always a welcomed opportunity to 
indulge in mindfulness at the start of 
the day. However, as a girl on-the-go, 
I find that my morning mindfulness 
practice most often consists of tea 



 

  

 

sipping. 

 
 

As Thich Nhat Hanh reminds us,  

"Drink your tea slowly and reverently, as if it is the axis on which the 
world earth revolves - slowly, evenly, without rushing toward the 
future. Live the actual moment. Only this moment is life."  

Mindfulness can infuse everything we do, even if we tend toward doing.  

Namaste.  

 

 

 

 
 
 

Kimberly Wilson is a yogini, writer, entrepreneur, and eco-fashion designer currently obsessed 
with Paris, pigs, and all things sparkly. Indulge in musings on "tranquilologie" through her blog 
and podcast, Tranquility du Jour. Learn more at www.kimberlywilson.com.  

http://www.kimberlywilson.com


 

  

 

Jamie Ridler 

  
 
 

Every morning is an opportunity to 
reconnect with your life, a time to ground 
yourself in savouring each precious 
moment.  
 
I start each day by awakening to my body with a 
simple stretch. Still under the covers, I flex my feet and 
send the energy of my heels down to the wall below. I 
raise my arms above my head and st-r-e-e-e-t-ch and 
then I wiggle every bit of me in between.  
 
Sometimes I wake up my voice and my insides (and 
often my husband) by indulging in the Ridler family 

tradition of a big “R-a-w-r-r-r.”   
 
That always gets me smiling and ready to go.  
 
 
 



 

  

 

 
 
My cat Jinx lets out her morning meow, inviting me to breakfast… now.   
 
But first I always take some time to look out my window, to connect with the energy of the day, noticing who 
started the day first – me or the sun. In those few moments, with those simple acts, I start the day connected to 
my body, my Self, my loved ones and the Universe.  
 

I already know it’s going to be a great day. 
 
 

 

  
 

 
 

Jamie Ridler is a creative living coach who helps women find  
the courage and confidence to bring their creativity to life. 

 
www.openthedoor.ca 

http://www.twitter.com/starshyne

http://www.openthedoor.ca
http://www.twitter.com/starshyne


 

  

 

SARK! 

Here's how I awaken myself to the day and to the wonders of living.  
 

I mostly live like a "full cup of self-
love,” sharing the overflow with 
the world.  
 
Sometimes of course, I just lurch out of bed 
and just start doing things. This works well 
on some days, not so well on others ;-) 
 
And when I feel like a half-empty cup, 
which is often, I do these practices and 
processes to fill myself back up: 
 
1. Self-hugging and terms of endearment.  
 
I wrap myself up in my own arms, kiss my 
shoulders and proclaim my love for me. This 
raises my endorphins and gives physical 
expression to my love for myself. 
 
 
 



 

  

 

 
2. Greeting my body. 
I talk to all my cells, muscles, bones and parts and thank them for doing so well. This supports my body in perfect 
health. 
 
3. Releasing resistance aka meditation.  
I sit with whatever is present. This clears space for new joy. 
 
4. Communicating with my "wise self" and reassigning any inner critics that have arisen.  
This lets my inner allies out to play. 
 
5. Writing down what I'm glad about.  
This reinforces my gladnesses & calls in more! 

 

 

SARK (Susan Ariel Rainbow Kennedy) is a best-selling author, artist, and transformational role model  
offering inspiration and guidance to people in their process of living more powerfully and authentically,  

and being more actively creative on a daily basis.  
SARK is also the founder and Creative Fountain of Planet SARK.  

Call her on the Inspiration Line at 415.546.3742 or visit www.planetsark.com. 

 

http://www.planetsark.com/


 

  

 

Goddess Leonie Allan 
Once upon a time, I used to wake up and begin running. I would chase 
self-worth as though it was hiding at the bottom of a fulfilled to-do-list. Tiny 
little trolls called the Do Enoughs would nip at my ankles, propelling me 
forward. 

And then I got burnt out. And I had a baby. And I could no longer do 
things The Old Way anymore. 

Thus began the practice of Gentle Mornings. 

At night, I would tuck the Do Enough trolls up in their own little bed. I would 
feed them milk and cookies. I would soothe their worries and read them 
bedtime stories. I would whisper to them: 

I know you just want me to be successful. I know you are trying to help. And 
we’re doing it! We really are! So sleep tight, dearests. There’s no need to 
run. You loll about here as long as you like in the morning, or go out and 
play in the garden. 

And they cackle and they stamp and they toss cookie crumbs at each 
other. But they relent. 

In the morning, there is silence from the Do Enough trolls room. Just the 
sound of tiny scampering feet out down the hall and into the backyard. I 
am assured they are out there, stealing curled, sparkling shoes from the 



 

  

 

fairies and hiding them behind the orchids. But at least they are out there.  

And I am in here. In bed. For at least an hour. Maybe two. 

The trolls would gasp, but they are too busy, distracted, sniffing bee pollen behind the compost heap. 

And here I still am. Lolling about with my baby girl and my love. Reading. Cuddling. Just laying. 

Soaking in the joy of rest. Of replenishment. Of ease. Of utter, unconditional kindness with myself. 

I no longer have to run anymore. No longer have to run to achieve, push, strive or be. 

Right where I am is enough. 

Maybe later, we’ll go for a walk. Through the tiny little tropical town we now call home. Maybe by Mama Oshun 
– after all, she is what we came here for.  

But it will be a walk. No more running.  
All is well. The Do Enough trolls have gone out to play. 

 

 

 
Goddess Leonie is the creator of GoddessGuidebook.com, the popular creativity & 

spirituality blog for women. She is also the founder of the online Goddess Circle, a sacred 
online sanctuary for goddesses around the world. She lives in tropical paradise in northern 

Australia, with her hunky spunky soulmate love & her baby daughter Ostara. 

Come dance wildly at: Website :: Facebook :: Twitter 

http://www.goddessguidebook.com/
http://www.goddessguidebook.com/
http://www.goddessguidebook.com/goddess-circle/
https://www.facebook.com/leonieallan
http://www.twitter.com/GoddessLeonie


 

  

 

Lisa Clark 

 

Morning is my most favourite time o' the 
day. Fact.  

I love to wake up early enough to see the sunrise.  

Its beauty never fails to make my heart do flippy-
things and make me think that anything is possible for 
the day ahead.  

 

I wake up at around 6, take a look in the mirror and 

say something, like: 'why Lisa, you look 
simply ravishing today!' because 
you've absolutely got to start your day by showing 
yourself the love.  

 
I have a li'l meditation, chat and gratitude time with 
Kali - she is one kick-ass goddess and if ever you need 
anyone to watch your back, she's your girl.  



 

  

 

 

 

I then journal/draw/doodle for 20 minutes to kick-start my creative juices and 
pull a tarot card for a li'l magickal guidance for the day ahead.  

If I have time, I love to fit in at least half hour of reading time too, yes I am in a 
tiara, doesn't everyone read in a tiara?  

Each morning is significantly sweeter right now as I've just moved in with the 
beau (insert hearts/flowers/I'm Alive by Imelda May here) so before he heads 
off to work (he's a nurse and my own personal superhero) we take a seaside 
stroll and share a yummy breakfast together - yep, a li'l love stuff should be 
part of any morning ritual, right?!  

And that, is how the fun-filled fabulousity of each Lisa Clark day begins... 

 

 

 

 
LISA CLARK is a UK-based author, journo-girl, life-coach and creatrix of the  

School o' Sassy Arts - coaching, eCourses & training that make life substantially more...well, Sassy, obv.  
Her new book, Sassy Sorcery - how to live the charmed life hits bookstores end o' 2011.  

Visit Lisa at ::: www.thesassyminx.com & www.thesassysorceress.com

http://www.thesassyminx.com/
http://www.thesassysorceress.com/


 

  

 

Jennifer Louden 

 

Good morning - another 24 hours (god willing) to live - 
how exciting is that.  

Gratitude, gratitude, gratitude.  

Brush teeth, something on skin, warm water with lemon 
while dogs pee, then upstairs to the studio and my yoga 
mat. I play and honor myself with everything from 
pranayama, asana, mindfulness meditation, chanting, 
loving kindness, reading, journaling.  

It always starts with asana and breathing, always 
concludes with stillness and then dedicating the merits - 
to all sentient beings, to myself, then to people in my life 
that are struggling, then to everyone who connects with 
my work now and in the future. 
 
 



 

  

 

 

 

The most important thing for me do it everyday (okay, sometimes Sunday's 
practice is the New York Times and tea with my sweetheart in bed) and that 

it's about meeting myself right where I am, with love, with 
tenderness. 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Jennifer Louden is a best-selling author of six books, retreat 

creator, and Comfort Queen turned activity catalyst. She's just 
launching a new project, Serving and Savoring the World, a year long 

experiment in doing exactly that. Join the experiment and liberate 
your longing at http://www.jenniferlouden.com 

http://www.jenniferlouden.com


 

  

 

Joanna Powell Colbert 

 

I wake up naturally, since I work from home. I 
haven't used an alarm clock in over twenty years.  I 
find that I sleep longer in the winter and less in the 
warmer months. I'm sure it has a lot to do with the 
length of daylight.  I'm a morning person, so I love 
getting up early.   

It's my favorite time of day — so full of 
potential and magic.  

The first thing I do is listen to a ten-minute guided 
meditation that I created for myself. (You can 
download it here). It's a grounding and centering, 
a calling of the directions and a devotional call to 
the Great Mystery, set against the sound of gentle 
ocean waves.  

During the meditation, I do a gratitude litany and 
say my affirmations (these vary, but I always 
include "I am healthy, wealthy and wise!").  

 

 

http://www.gaiansoulgrove.com/dreams-docs/jpc-morning-grounding.mp3


 

  

 

 

I also answer the question "What are three things you can do today to create the life you want?" A little more 
devotion, and it's time to greet the day.  

I put the kettle on for coffee or tea, and drink 16-32 ounces of clean water. Then, steaming mug in hand, I go 
outside to greet the day. I linger outside longer in the warmer months and maybe only a minute or so if it's 

freezing. But it's important to me to step out into the world of the elements.  

 

I settle down in my comfy chair and often read an entry from my 
beloved, battered copy of The Celtic Devotional by Caitlin 
Matthews while sipping my coffee.  I might journal a bit and turn 
up a Tarot card.  

I open my laptop and go over my calendar and to-do list, 
reminding myself of the "three things" that came up during my 
daily meditation.  I put an asterisk by the top three most important 
things to get done that day.  Sometimes I get brainstorms or 
"divine downloads" during this time and I write it all down.   

I make a green smoothie and drink it down while scanning my 
email, Facebook, the Gaian Tarot Circle forum, the forum for the 
class I'm currently teaching and the forum for the class I'm 
currently taking.  

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

I engage with my far-flung community in those venues during this time (I love it!). I answer the most urgent 
emails and prioritize the rest. I scroll through my feed reader and read a few blogs, then save the rest for later. I 
check in with my health coach by email, noting any issues that came up in the past 24 hours.  

Some days I go out for a walk at this point, and other days I sit down at my desk to start my workday, saving the 
walk for later.    

This morning practice takes anywhere from 90 minutes to 3 hours.  I usually start between 5 and 7 AM so I finish 
by 8 or 10 AM.   

Like I said, it's my favorite part of the day. :-)  

 

 

 
 
 

Joanna Powell Colbert is an artist, writer and teacher of Tarot and earth-centered 
spirituality. The Gaian Tarot, nine years in the making, combines Joanna’s love of symbolic, 

archetypal art with the mysteries of the natural world.  
www.Gaiansoul.com & www.GaianTarot.com 

 

http://www.gaiansoul.com
http://www.gaiantarot.com


 

  

 

Tara Sophia Mohr 

 

Stillness. Protein. Intention.  

 

Stillness.  

More and more, I spend 15 minutes 
meditating in the morning. I’ve given up on 
the idea that the “right” way to meditate is on 
a cushion; for now I sit on the couch or in bed 
where I’m comfortable and therefore really 
focus on the meditation itself--vs. my back! I 
can’t tell you how dramatically it changes my 
level of joy, stillness and mental clarity through 
the day to spend these 15 minutes.   

 

Protein.  

One of the major shifts I made last year was to 
start eating a more substantive meal earlier in 
the day, to eat hot food at breakfast to get a  

 



 

  

 

 
 
lot of protein. I generally make scrambled eggs, heat up some quinoa cooked at another time, and add some 
vegetables that we have leftover from a prior meal or that we pick up from the deli at the market. It really only 
takes 10 minutes to put all that together, and it gives me a lot of energy through the day.  

Intention.  
 
I’ll often set an intention for the day, particularly if I wake up feeling icky or anxious. Usually my intentions are 
one of the following: inviting the energy of love into myself and into my day, asking to be used for service and 
for healing today, or reciting a short prayer turning myself and my day over to a power greater than myself.   

Now, the last thing I want to do is help you project perfection onto someone else and be hard on yourself. So, in 
the interest of transparency, let me tell you: sometimes I not only fail to meditate but forget that the very option 
of meditation exists. Sometimes I don’t leave enough time for 
breakfast and end up starving at 11am. And sometimes I don’t 
set any kind of intention at all.    

These are the practices that help me when I do them, and that 
I endeavor to do each day. And I endeavor to not take it to 
seriously when I don’t.   

 

Tara Sophia Mohr is a coach and writer who helps women leaders, 
artists, and innovators change the world. A columnist for Huffington 

Post, she also writes the blog Wise Living. Receive her free guide, 
“Turning Your Goals Upside Down and Inside Out (To Get What You 

Really Want) here.

http://www.wiselivingblog.com/
http://taramohr.com/73-2/


 

  

 

Amethyst Wyldfyre 

 
 

As a single mom for a 15 year old most of my days start 
with getting the boy out of bed!  That's the truth - much 
as I'd like to have an "ideal" slow and easy deeply 
meditative start to the day - for the last several months at 
least getting the boy off to school on time in the morning 
is the highest priority!   
 
Most mornings after he finally makes it into the shower I 
crawl back in to my bed for a few more minutes of 
dreaming time and then I sit up and connect with four 
different sources of inspiration and guidance for my day - 

books that are perennial and perpetual 
boosters for my spiritual connection and 
peace of mind:  
 
First I read Mark Nepo's entry for the day in The Book of 

Awakening, then I read the daily meditation from the book Open Mind - Women's Inspiration for Becoming 
Mindful by Dianne Mariechild, then I read the daily meditation from Daily Meditations for Practicing the Course 
by Karen Casey and I finish up with the daily reading from Chellie Campbell's The Wealthy Spirit - Daily 
Meditations for Financial Stress Reduction.  
 



 

  

 

From there it's off to drive to school and when I return home I try to 
get onto my yoga mat at least 3 - 5 days a week for my morning 
date with Rodney Yee!  I love his AM Stretch Yoga it's a 20 minute 
routine that I sometimes squeeze in before taking the kiddo to 
school if I choose to get out of bed rather than re-entering the 
dreamtime while he's in the shower.  I follow my Rodney date with 
a little card reading.  I LOVE cards and have a slew of different 
decks to choose from - everything from Daily Guidance from Your 
Angels by Doreen Virtue to Sacred Geometry Cards for the 
Visionary Path by Francene Hart and a lot of others in between!  I 
like to place the cards in geometric patterns as I lay them out on 

the floor in front of me - my request with each reading is "tell me 
what I need to know for my highest good today".   
 

Afterward comes breakfast of eggs or yogurt along with some Pure Synergy - The 

Ultimate Super Food Green Drink and then the day begins in earnest!  Making time 
each day to connect with the Sacred is a vital component to my 
well being and overall happiness! 

 
 

Amethyst Wyldfyre – The Energy Mastery Coach – is a Multidimensional Visionary and 
Transformational Spiritual Leader, Teacher, Guide and Divine Wisdom Channel.    

She specializes in serving highly influential systemic change agents, coaches, trainers, 
speakers, performers, artists and alternative healers to  

LEAP fearlessly into their highest level of service to the planet.  

http://www.amethystwyldfyre.com/


 

  

 

 

Laura Hollick 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I wake up naturally and enjoy hot water with lemon first thing.   

I usually write about what I want to focus on for the day and then I prepare a glorious shake filled with kale, 
strawberries, blueberries, coconut, yogurt and nuts, or whatever fruit is available. 



 

  

 

 
 

Once I feel like I've been nourished with delicious food,  

I go for a hike in nature where I can think, imagine, channel and brainstorm ideas for 
my art, soul art journeys, products, marketing ideas and business strategies. 
 
I know my morning ritual is complete because I feel inspired to get started! 

 
 
 

 

 

Laura Hollick is an award winning artist and shaman. She is the creator of Soul Art studio, a 
business devoted guiding and inspiring creative spiritual people to create their life and 

business as an expression of their spirit.  
 

Bravo TV created a documentary about Laura called 'The Artist's Life-Laura Hollick'. She 
has hosted and produced over 500 radio shows for 93.3 FM CFMU called 'The Artist's 
Lifestyle'. Experience your own profound transformation, begin your Soul Art journey 

today! www.soulartstudio.com 

http://www.soulartstudio.com


 

  

 

Tara Wagner 

 

My morning rhythm is all about self-care, spiritually and physically.  

 

It actually starts the evening before by allowing 
myself to disconnect from the stimulation early, 
and climb into bed with a book around 8 or 9pm.  

 

Then I wake up hours before my husband and son, 
at 5am. The stillness of the early morning gives me 
space to write my morning pages (from The Artist's 
Way, which I tend to call my "brain drain") and 
process any thoughts or emotions I've been 
dealing with.  

 

Then I spend the next two hours drinking water and 
mindfully doing gentle exercises designed for my 
body and joints.  
 



 

  

 

 

My morning routine clears my mind of mental clutter and realigns my body for the day.  

Without it I'm sore or in pain, cranky, overwhelmed or distracted throughout my day.  

I've found I simply have nothing left to give to my guys unless I create space to first give 
to myself. 
 

 

 

 

 

Tara Wagner is a mother, a lover, a writer and an organic life coach, 
specializing in life learning, organic parenting and authentic living. She 
can be found writing at www.theorganicsister.com as her and her family 
travel the U.S. 

 

 

 

http://www.theorganicsister.com


 

  

 

Chris Zydel 
Ah, those morning rituals.  

Those sweet routines that I can count on to ease me 
into my day! It's fun to really think about what they are 
because they have become so ingrained and just 
part of what I DO that I don't think of them as rituals. 
But that's exactly what they are. It's not like I chose 
them exactly ... they kind of chose me and evolved 
pretty much organically over time. And they do 
change.  I don't always have the time to do ALL of 
them every day. But they are there to call on 
especially when I'm feeling the need for an added 
boost of self care. 

 My rituals are a combo of the sacred and 
the mundane. It feels important to start my day 
with a nod to both worlds. The world of matter that I 

"eat bread in" and the world of spirit that I serve. 

So each day begins with some serious cuddle time with my honey. I don't ever get out of bed without snuggling 
up close to him and feeling the comfort of his presence and love before I jump up to meet the world. 
Sometimes we share our dreams if we remember them and sometimes we don't say much at all. But it's 
important for both of us reconnect to the waking state with some of that sweet animal comfort and warmth. 



 

  

 

After we shnoogle for about 20 minutes or so, we sit up with our pillows propped behind our backs and spend 
another 20 minutes meditating together before we actually get OUT of the bed. It's challenging for me to 
meditate in the morning because I often wake up pretty energized and excited and there is always so much to 
DO!!  

But I find that it really helps me to spend that time watching the circus of my mind from a somewhat more 
bemused perspective and it allows me to enter the morning much less frantic and more in a state of balance. 

Once I get out of bed the first thing I do is open the blinds and shades in all the downstairs rooms to allow the 
natural light to come in. I often take a minute to step outside into the yard to simply say hello to the sun and the 
sky and the trees and whoever else is around. 

Then I turn on some music and go to the kitchen to 
wash dishes. I love the ritual of standing at the sink, and 
swaying to whatever tunes are playing while I wash the 
dishes. I love doing dishes. The feel of the water and the 
simple act of being productive in such an earthy and 
ancient way reminds me of how basic most of our 
needs really are. 

After breakfast it's time for a cup of hot tea and 
choosing an oracle card. I have a bunch of different 
things that I love to play with. It’s incredibly nurturing to 
my soul to take a few minutes to sit down at our dining 
room table and pick a card or a rune or throw the 
iChing to see what kinds of messages spirit wants to 
give me as I approach the day. 

After I get my "orders from headquarters" it's off to the 
bathroom to draw a luxurious hot bath that I fill with 



 

  

 

herbal salts and sometimes bath oils like lavender if I'm feeling especially stressed. One of the absolute favorite 
parts of my morning ritual is getting in the tub with whatever book I am currently hanging out with where I then 
spend 20 minutes soaking and reading before I get dressed. This is a part of my ritual that I NEVER miss. I love the 
decadence and relaxation of giving myself that time in the tub that is just for me.  

Finally, the last part of my ritual is to go into my bedroom and stand 
in front of my abundant jewelry collection and see what jewels are 
calling out to be worn that day.  

Adorning myself with my sacred stones always 
makes me feel so beautiful and supported by the 
earth goddess mama who wants ALL of her 
daughters to experience being gorgeous inside and 
out!  

 

 
 
 
Chris Zydel is an Expressive Arts teacher & has had over thirty years of experience as 
a creativity mentor. She has a Masters Degree in Psychology and Counselling, and is a 

hypnotherapist and astrologer. 
Visit her website at www.creativejuicesarts.com. 

 
 

http://www.creativejuicesarts.com


 

  

 

 

Kyeli Smith  

My morning routine focuses on balance.  I 
call it my 20-20-20: 20 minutes each for 

body, mind, and soul. 
 

I wake in the morning with my beloved Pace in our Red 
Velvet bedroom, and give her and my cat a quick 

snuggle.  We get up together, and start our days.  First 
thing, we spend twenty minutes exercising.  I have an 
elliptical machine and Pace plays DDR, providing me 

with company and music for my workout in our 
Movement Zone. 

 
Afterwards, we ritual together; we engage in cleansing 

rituals (otherwise known as showers) in our beautiful 
sacred water room.  Pace heads out to her morning job 
and I settle in for the rest of my morning ritual.  I curl up 

with my cat in our Sanctuary and drop down into 
Goddess Leonie’s Holy Dinger Uber Deep Zennifying 

Meditation.  My cat purrs the whole time, resting on my 
lap. 

 

http://www.goddessguidebook.com/shop/meditations/holy-dinger-uber-deep-zennifying-meditation/


 

  

 

 

 

So refreshed and open, I make a cup of tea, checking my email and putting on 
some music while I wait for the teakettle’s whistle.   

Once I have my hot morning tea, I settle into my Creation Station and 
hit my keyboard for my 20 minutes daily writing practice, getting 
out either a post for our blog or just my own rambly thoughts – this writing has no 

goals; it’s just for me.  Sometimes all that comes of it is a sense of peace from 
clearing out the cobwebs in my mind, and sometimes I get juicy stuff ripe for 

sharing - but either way, I write. 
 

After all this, I am ready to face the rest of my day, no matter what it may bring. 

 Balanced. 
 

 

 

 

Kyeli Smith is co-leader of the Connection Revolution, teaching people to  change the world 
through connection. She writes and teaches to foster understanding, tolerance, healing, authentic 

communication, and personal growth.   

http://www.connection-revolution.com


 

  

 

Susannah Conway  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I start my mornings very quietly.  

After carrying out the usual ablutions I light incense and fill the kettle for a mug of hot water with a slice of 
lemon. While sipping that I make a hand-written to-do list and use my iPhone to see what my friends have been 
doing on Instagram and approve any blog comments that came in overnight.  



 

  

 

 

By now I’m starting to feel hungry, so it’s back to the kitchen to grind 
coffee beans and make porridge. I find a bowl of porridge really helps 
keep my energy constant throughout the morning — I mix in maca 
powder, blueberries and flaked almonds, and finished off with a 
spoonful of bio cherry yoghurt.  

While the porridge and coffee are cooling, I sit in front of the little 
makeshift altar I’ve pulled together under the window in my living 
room — it’s a low vintage table that holds my spirit stones, a small statue 
of the Buddha, animal spirit cards and fresh flowers. Sometimes I’ll draw 
a card for the day; sometimes I’ll just sit quietly for five minutes with my 
eyes shut before heading to the laptop and starting my work day. 

 

 

 

I'm a photographer, writer and the creator of the Unravelling e-courses. I’m currently 
writing my first book, an inspiring guide to living a creative life, and collaborating on a 

how-to book about Polaroid photography—both will be published in spring 2012. Find 
me at SusannahConway.com. 

http://SusannahConway.com


 

  

 

Britt Bravo 

 

 

For the past decade I’ve started each morning by writing 
my intentions and wishes for the day in my journal as a list 
of “ideal day” qualities.  

Sometimes my “real day” is close to my ideal, 
and sometimes it’s not, but it always turns out 
better if I’ve made my list.  

Similarly, the morning routine I’ve described below is my 
ideal. It doesn’t always happen this way, or in this order, 
but when it does, I’m a happy camper: 

Get up and feed meowing kitty. Do yoga while tea water is 
boiling. 

Get back in bed with green tea, kitty and iPhone. 

Check email, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. I don’t like 
to write with my phone, so checking email on it, rather than 
on my laptop, keeps me from diving into the work day,  
but gives me a hint of what’s to come. 



 

  

 

 
Brain dump and write my ideal day list in my journal. 

Read for 15-20 minutes. 

Set my Singing Bowl Meditation Timer iPhone app for 5-7 minutes, and meditate. 

Eat breakfast (Kashi Go Lean cereal + soy milk). 

Either shower, dress and work from my home office, OR get back in bed & work  

(I do my best blogging from bed!).  
 

 

 

 

 

Britt Bravo is a blogger, podcaster, juicy blogging instructor and creative career 
consultant. She shares ideas and inspiration for fun-loving do-gooders on her blog, 
Have Fun, Do Good, and interviews people with big visions for a better world on The 

Big Vision Podcast. Her website is BrittBravo.com. 

 

 

http://BrittBravo.com


 

  

 

Jennifer Lee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I'm not a morning person, so I've designed my life to honor my body/energy at the start 
of the day.  



 

  

 

 

I usually wake up to my body's natural clock (if I have to use an alarm clock I have one that simulates the 
sunrise - I highly recommend it!).  

The earliest I'll schedule any meetings is 10am. This gives me plenty of time to lounge in bed and write in my 
journal. Sometimes I'll do breathing exercises and set an intention for the day. Depending on the day, I might do 
a yoga class, go to the gym, or do some core exercises at home. And one of my favorite things to do is to whip 
up a smoothie. Yum.  

Mostly my morning routine revolves around self-care and spaciousness so that I'm 
ready to take on the day. 
 

 

 

 

Jennifer Lee, the founder of Artizen Coaching and author of The Right-Brain Business Plan, 
spent a decade climbing the corporate ladder before pursuing her creative dreams. Through 
her popular workshops, coaching practice, and writing, she empowers others to follow their 
passions.  

 

 

http://www.artizencoaching.com/
http://www.rightbrainbusinessplan.com/


 

  

 

 

Akiah Elan  

 

 

Now to be honest, I am not much of a morning riser... Anytime before 7am is too early and is classed as a “no 
go” zone unless global crisis has begun. I have to admit though, I am addicted to my morning routine which is 

grounding yet uplifting and connecting.  

I work with people on a variety of levels like readings, healings, guiding and empowering. So to help this each 
morning I find myself taking a “Ponder Walk”... This entails me grabbing my morning cup of Hot Cacao, my 
favourite note book with pen and going to the favourite part of my place. My Husband and Soul love of my life 
Will created this amazing circle garden with its own handmade altar and fire pit. It is a space of Love and 
sacredness as we also hold Earth Pagan Ceremonies in it too.  



 

  

 

 

I walk in the space greeting the elementals, nature divas, 
universal light beings and universal earth beings and anyone 
else that make themselves known to me. I ponder what my 

day is going to hold and write in my notebook any 
messages that come through for me.  

Once I have fully activated my energy levels and energy 
centres and acknowledged all the dictations that they have 
for me, I am allowed to leave the circle and finish getting 
ready to actually go to work...  

 

 

 

 

 

Akiah Elan is a Psychic, Healer, Earth Worker, Masseuse & Natural 
Practitioner. She owns the Akiah Elan spiritual store in Proserpine, Australia & 
blogs at AkiahElan.com. 

 

http://AkiahElan.com


 

  

 

Marissa Bracke  

The first thing I do upon waking is to 
remain in bed for a few minutes, 

recalling my dreams from the 
night. If I get up and out of bed too 
quickly, I lose them. Once I remember 
them, I sit up and grab my journal 
that sits beside my bed. I journal 
about the prior day's activities & 
feelings and about the night's dream 
adventures, noting any patterns or 
notable "stuff" that comes up. 

Then I get up and make my bed, do 
my morning ablutions (use neti pot, 
scrape tongue, brush teeth, rinse 
mouth, wash face, brush hair) & get 
dressed. 

Next I greet my two dogs, Ernie & 
Rosco, and tend to their needs--let 
them outside, give them their 
breakfast & water, distribute liberal 
quantities of ear scratches & belly rubs. 



 

  

 

Then my dogs go off for a morning nap & I go off to my favorite part of my morning routine: centering & 
meditation. I sit on a low bench in my spare bedroom that I made into a workout/meditation room, and I just 
connect with my breath for a while. Sometimes I chant, and other times I just sit quietly, breathing and feeling 
into my center. I send light & wellness & love to my family members, one at a time, visualizing them and silently 
telling each of them, "I love you. May you be well." I close with my hands together at my heart, just sitting with 
the feelings of love & compassion & light, focusing back on my breath, and finally opening my eyes again and 
feeling ready to go about my day. I don't do any of this for any specific length of time, but it always winds up 
being right about 20 minutes. 

My morning routine wraps up with making a cup of press pot coffee (brewed with 1/4 tsp. of cinnamon & 1/4 
tsp. powdered vanilla--smells & tastes amazing!) and a smoothie (chocolate Shakeology powder, almond milk, 
1/2 a frozen banana, a few tablespoons of soaked chia seeds, some flaxseed peanut butter & ice, all blended 
together). I bring those to my computer & read through my email & new blog articles and say hi to folks on 
Twitter & Facebook while I sip... it's my version of coffee & a newspaper with friends! :) 

And that's how I start my day. It sets the stage for the rest of the day. If I shortcut it or ignore it entirely, the day 
tends to be a bit frazzled & scattered. But when I do my morning routine, I feel calm, 
centered and well, and the day flows so much smoother. 

 

 

 

Marissa Bracke turns creative chaos into rocket fuel for creative entrepreneurs by helping 
them minimize their busy-ness so they can be more effective in their business. She loves 
licorice tea, spontaneous dance outbursts & crossing digital paths with kindred spirits.

http://marissabracke.com


 

  

 

Gwen Bell  
  

This morning I woke up, rolled over in my futon, picked 
up my pen and wrote: Mon -> close forum // Flash 
forums? // google groups X 

 

First thoughts hold seeds to writing during the day, 
work later in the week (month/year).  

I have Creativity Stations throughout the Urban 
Retreat (next to the futon, behind the toilet, on a small 
table in the living room, on top of the fridge). 3x5 
notecards and pens. To capture what's alive in the 
moment. 

The bedroom is a no-tech sanctuary, so in 
the morning, I scooch off the futon and onto the mat 
for practice.  

This morning I sat first, then moved my body. After that, 
brushed teeth and then went to the kitchen to boil 
water for tea.  



 

  

 

 

During the tea boiling time I powered on my phone.  

Some mornings at this point, I write immediately.  

Other mornings, I work with the 3x5 notecards.  

Some mornings I look at a sunflower for a few minutes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Gwen Bell is a social web strategist who spends her days doing that - and helping others do 
the same. Gwen has been listed as one of the Forbes 14 Power Women and Fast Company's 
Most Influential Women in Tech. In 2010 she was featured on the cover of national magazine, 
Experience Life. She's a Brand Ambassador for Nintendo, owns a yoga studio in Yokohama, 
Japan and a social web practice in downtown Boulder, Colorado. 
 

http://gwenbell.com


 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Want more gorgeous goddess goodness in your life? 

Visit www.GoddessGuidebook.com for 

• free meditations 
• upcoming goddessfesto goodness 
• creativity, spirituality & joy! 

http://www.GoddessGuidebook.com

